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Strategic Planning Steering Committee  
October 24, 2007  
3:00-4:30 pm, Chancellor’s Conference Room  

Meeting Summary  

Topics for Discussion:  

I. Welcome and Update  
   ♦ Chancellors Commission on Multicultural Affairs  
     - The Chancellor wants feedback on the direction of this group  
   ♦ 12 Month Operational Task Force is meeting vigorously this semester  
     - Update  

II. Strategic Planning Forum Event - Engagement  
   ♦ February 15, 2008 from 8:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. in the UNO MBSC  

III. Fall Campus Awards Presentation  
   ♦ November 15 at 3:00 p.m. in the MBSC Ballroom  
   ♦ Awards and Recognition include: Strategic Planning Awards, Step-Up Awards, and UNO Departmental Recognitions  

IV. Voluntary System of Accountability Button Discussion  
   ♦ Look into using a few select classes on campus as focus groups to further develop the language of the nine buttons in the template  

V. Task Force Updates  
   ♦ The Integration and Environmental Scanning task force met on 10/23 and plans to meet again soon in conjunction with the Unit Planning task force  
   ♦ The Strategic Planning Event – Engagement task force is planning a meeting next week on 10/31  

VI. Other Updates  
   ♦ Emergency Planning – launched on November 15  
   ♦ HPER, state-approved